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The ARENALib and SIMANLib Modelica libraries replicate the basic functionality of the
Arena simulation environment and the SIMAN language. These libraries facilitate describ-
ing discrete-event models using the Arena modeling methodology. ARENALib and SIMAN-
Lib models can be combined with other Modelica models in order to describe complex
hybrid systems (i.e., combined continuous-time and discrete-event systems). The imple-
mentation and design of SIMANLib and ARENALib is discussed. The ARENALib components
have been built in a modular fashion using SIMANLib. The SIMANLib components have
been described as Parallel DEVS models and implemented using DEVSLib, a Modelica
library previously developed by the authors to support the Parallel DEVS formalism. The
use of Parallel DEVS as underlying mathematical formalism has facilitated the develop-
ment and maintenance of SIMANLib. The modeling of two hybrid systems is discussed to
illustrate the features and use of SIMANLib and ARENALib: firstly, a soaking-pit furnace;
secondly, the malaria spread and an emergency hospital. DEVSLib, SIMANLib and ARENALib
can be freely downloaded from http://www.euclides.dia.uned.es/.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The Arena simulation environment uses a flowchart-based modeling methodology that facilitates the description of dis-
crete-event systems [8,9]. Systems are described using Arena from the point of view of the entities that flow through them
using the available resources. Arena models are structured in a hierarchical and modular way. They are defined by means of a
flowchart diagram and static data.

The flowchart diagram is composed by instantiating and connecting predefined components named flowchart modules.
Each flowchart module has an interface and an internal behavior. The interface is used to connect with other modules, thus
describing the path for the entities. The internal behavior describes the actions performed by the entities while in the com-
ponent, e.g., delay a certain amount of time, seize and release resources, and record statistics. The simulation results are usu-
ally presented in the form of statistical indicators that are calculated during the simulation.

The static data allow to specify component characteristics, such as for instance, the characteristics of the entity arrival
processes, resources and queues. The static data are described using the data modules provided to this end by Arena.

The Arena flowchart and data modules are arranged into panels. The main Arena panel is named BasicProcess. This panel
includes the Create, Dispose, Process, Decide, Batch, Separate, Assign and Record flowchart modules, and the Entity, Queue,
a.uned.es
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Resource, Variable, Schedule and Set data modules [8]. Other Arena panels are AdvanceProcess, AdvanceTransfer, AgentUtil,
FlowProcess and Packaging [8].

Arena is based on the SIMAN simulation language [15]. Arena modules are high-level constructs whose functionality is
equivalent to sets of SIMAN blocks and elements. Arena predefined modules are internally built using SIMAN blocks and ele-
ments, which represent lower-level actions. SIMAN and Arena components can be combined in the same model, provided
that they have compatible interfaces and manage the same types of information. Arena provides two panels, named Blocks
and Elements, that correspond to the components of the SIMAN language.

Arena provides limited support to the description of continuous-time models [8]. The linear models whose state-var-
iable derivatives remain constant between discrete events can be described using the Levels and Rates SIMAN blocks,
following the System Dynamics approach [7]. A general-purpose programming language (e.g., C, FORTRAN and Visual Ba-
sic) needs to be used to describe other types of continuous-time models and their connection to the Arena discrete-
event model.

Other tools support different approaches to hybrid system modeling. For instance, Anylogic facilitates describing contin-
uous-time models using System Dynamics [7], similarly to Arena. Ptolemy II provides functionality to describe the contin-
uous-time model using block diagrams, similarly to Matlab/Simulink. Based on Ptolemy II, the Building Controls Virtual Test
Bed (BCVTB) is a software environment that allows the co-simulation between different simulation programs, including the
Modelica modeling environment Dymola among others [20].

The general-purpose, object-oriented modeling languages support the physical modeling paradigm [1]. In particular, the
Modelica language [11] facilitates the object-oriented description of DAE-hybrid models, i.e., models composed of differen-
tial and algebraic equations, and discrete-time events. Modelica supports a declarative description of the continuous-time
part of the model (i.e., equation-oriented modeling) and provides language expressions for describing discrete-time events.
These features have facilitated the development of Modelica libraries supporting several modeling formalisms and describ-
ing phenomena in different physical domains [12]. Modelica facilitates the reuse of models and model components, which
contribute to reduce the cost of new model development [17].

A number of Modelica libraries have been developed for supporting discrete-event modeling formalisms, including State-
Charts [6], state graphs [14], hybrid automata [16], Petri Nets [13], extended Petri Nets [5] and Parallel DEVS [19]. The
description of operation management models using Modelica is analyzed in [10] and the model of an inventory system is
presented.

The Arena modeling methodology is supported by the SIMANLib and ARENALib Modelica libraries [18]. These libraries
facilitate the description of discrete-event logistic models in Modelica, such as manufacturing and packaging processes, sup-
ply chains, health care systems, and transport and distribution networks among others. The physical modeling paradigm
supported by Modelica can be combined with the Arena modeling methodology in order to describe complex hybrid sys-
tems. This combination is not currently supported by other modeling and simulation environments. SIMANLib and ARENALib
include components to interface with other Modelica models. These components facilitate connecting models composed
using SIMANLib and ARENALib to Modelica models developed using other methodologies, e.g., continuous-time models de-
scribed using the physical modeling paradigm.

The implementation of SIMANLib and ARENALib, and their use for hybrid system modeling are discussed in this manu-
script. Remarks on the SIMANLib and ARENALib implementation are provided in Section 2. The architecture and most rele-
vant features of SIMANLib and ARENALib are described in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. The SIMANLib and ARENALib
components for interfacing with models developed using other Modelica libraries are described in Section 5. Finally, two
case studies are used to illustrate the SIMANLib and ARENALib capabilities for hybrid system modeling. The modeling of
a soaking pit furnace and an emergency hospital are discussed in Sections 6 and 7, respectively. These case studies illustrate
the capabilities for hybrid system modeling included in the libraries (i.e., external processes and generation of entities on
demand).
2. Remarks on the SIMANLib and ARENALib implementation

The behavior of the SIMANLib components has been formally described in terms of atomic Parallel DEVS models [22].
The use of Parallel DEVS as a base to describe the behavior of SIMANLib components has facilitated the development,
maintenance and reuse of the models. The formal specification of the SIMANLib components in Parallel DEVS can be
found in [18]. The SIMANLib components have been developed using DEVSLib [19], a Modelica library that facilitates
the description of Parallel DEVS models in Modelica. As discussed in Section 2.2, the use of DEVSLib in the implemen-
tation of SIMANLib is based on the similarities between the Parallel DEVS formalism and the Arena modeling
methodology.

The SIMANLib library has been used to develop the ARENALib components in a modular fashion. ARENALib compo-
nents are constructed as a combination of interconnected SIMANLib components. The same structure can be observed in
the Arena environment, whose flowchart modules are constructed using the SIMAN language. The behavior of ARENALib
components is formally described as coupled Parallel DEVS models, since SIMANLib components are described as atomic
Parallel DEVS models.
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2.1. Simulation of hybrid models in Modelica

The Modelica libraries and models presented in this manuscript have been edited and simulated using Dymola 6.1 [4].
This state-of-the-art modeling environment automatically translates the object-oriented description of the Modelica model
into executable code. The model manipulations performed by Dymola include model flattening, index reduction (if required),
solving and sorting of the equations, and tearing of the algebraic loops. A detailed description of these manipulations can be
found in [2].

The simulation algorithm implemented by Dymola has been conceived for simulating DAE-hybrid models. The simulation
algorithm is basically as follows [2]:

(1) The continuous-time part is solved using a numerical integration algorithm. Dymola 6.1 allows the user to choose
between several supported algorithms that include Lsodar, Dassl, Euler, Rkfix (order 2, 3 and 4), Radau IIa (order 5
stiff), Esdirk (order 3, 4 and 5 stiff), Dopri (order 5 and 8), Sdirk (order 4 stiff) and Cerk (order 3, 4 and 5).

(2) If any of the event conditions is met during integration, the integration algorithm is halted and the event instant is
determined.

(3) At the event instant, the set of algebraic and discrete equations are solved.
(4) Once the event has been treated, the event conditions are checked again. If a new event is triggered, it is immediately

executed. Otherwise, the integration is restarted.

2.2. Application of DEVSLib for developing ARENALib and SIMANLib

Parallel DEVS and the Arena modeling methodology have some characteristics in common, including the following:

� Both facilitate the modular and hierarchical model description.
� Each model component has an internal description and an interface that is composed of input and output ports. The inter-

action among the model components is described by connecting their ports.
� The interaction consists in the exchange of information at the event instants. The information sent by an output port is

instantaneously received by the input port connected to it. This information is named message in Parallel DEVS and entity
in Arena.
� Components have discrete-event behavior. The component state changes only at event instants.

A discussion on the requirements needed to describe Parallel DEVS models using equation-based, object-oriented mod-
eling languages in general, and Modelica in particular, is provided in [19]. The communication mechanism among model
components is the main difference between Parallel DEVS and the DAE-hybrid modeling formalism supported by Modelica.
Model communication in Parallel DEVS follows a message passing mechanism, whereas model connection in Modelica is
based on the energy-balance principle.

DEVSLib is a full-fledged Modelica library that facilitates the description of discrete-event models according to Parallel
DEVS. DEVSLib supports a message passing mechanism for communicating Parallel DEVS models. Input and output port clas-
ses are provided in DEVSLib. The Parallel DEVS model interfaces can be built by defining as many port instances as required.
The connection among DEVSLib models is defined by connecting the output ports to the corresponding input ports, using the
Modelica connect sentences.

DEVSLib allows the user to define the type of information of each message. The default message type contains the follow-
ing two pieces of information: Type (represented by an integer value) and Value (represented by a real value). The message
also includes a Port value that represents the port the message has been received through, but this value is managed by the
receiver model and not by the user. As several messages can be simultaneously sent through an output port, this type of mes-
sage can be used to transmit arbitrarily complex information. In particular, the message passing mechanism supported by
DEVSLib has been used for implementing the entity transfer in ARENALib and SIMANLib.

Since SIMANLib and ARENALib are described using the Parallel DEVS formalism, multiple entities can be simultaneously
transferred between model components. In this case, the action performed by the component is applied to each received
entity at the same time. In components without time delay for the entities, i.e., assignments, statistical indicators, etc.,
the simultaneous entities will arrive and leave the component at the same time. For components with a time delay, each
received entity is inserted in the waiting queue at the same time but their departure will be calculated using the delay time,
which is usually random.

The interface of DEVSLib, SIMANLib and ARENALib models is described using the inPort and outPort models included in
the DEVSLib library. These interface models can also be used to describe the interface of coupled models. Thus, models can be
hierarchically described as a combination of DEVSLib, SIMANLib and ARENALib components.

On the other hand, DEVSLib provides interface components to connect the output of a Parallel DEVS model with the input
of a continuous-time model, or vice versa. Since ARENALib and SIMANLib components are constructed using the DEVSLib
library, these interfaces have also been used to combine the models composed using ARENALIb and SIMANLib with other
Modelica models. This topic will be addressed in Section 5.
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2.3. Additional functionality

As discussed previously, DEVSLib has been used to describe the discrete-event behavior of the ARENALib and SIMAN-
Lib components. Also, the DEVSLib communication mechanism among Parallel DEVS models has served as a basis for
implementing the communication (i.e., the entity transfer) among ARENALib/SIMANLib components. Finally, the DEVSLib
interface components, intended to communicate the Parallel DEVS models with other Modelica models, have been used
for connecting ARENALib/SIMANLib models to other Modelica models. Nevertheless, the development of SIMANLib and
ARENALib has required implementing additional functionality. Some SIMANLib/ARENALib features not supported by
DEVSLib are discussed below. In particular, those related with the management of the entities and the estimation of
the statistical indicators.

According to the Arena modeling methodology, entities flow through the flowchart modules transporting information. A
part of this information is common to all entities. Another part contains user-defined pieces of information, named attributes
in Arena terminology, that are specific to each entity. Models may contain different entity types.

Entities have been implemented in SIMANLib and ARENALib using Modelica records. The entity information is stored in
the Modelica record fields. An external library coded in C, named entities.c, has been programmed to manage the records.
This C library allows to store the records in C structs allocated in dynamic memory, and to read and modify the structs. The
message passing mechanism of DEVSLib is used for transferring the entities. To this end, the DEVSLib messages transport in
their Value variable a reference to the C struct of the corresponding entities. The resulting mechanism for entity transfer is
transparent to the user. The implementation details can be found in [18].

A temporal storage for entities is implemented and used in some SIMAN blocks, for instance, in those blocks representing
processes that delay the entities. Since the value of the delay time is usually random, the order of the arrived entities could
not correspond to the order of the entities leaving the process. These processes have to include a temporal storage for the
entities that are being delayed. Some SIMANLib models include an internal queue, similar to the one used to receive mes-
sages from other models, that can be used as a temporal storage for delayed entities. Entities in this temporal queue can
be ordered depending on their arrival time, or the time they will finish the delay. In the latter case, the first entity in the
queue will be the first to leave the process. If multiple entities have the same finishing time, all of them are removed simul-
taneously from the queue and leave the process.

Simulation results are usually reported using statistical indicators. Some of these statistical indicators have to be cal-
culated during the simulation and some others at the end. The amount of data that has to be stored to calculate some of
these indicators changes depending on the length of the simulation. Therefore, a structure to store dynamic information
in Modelica needs to be developed, giving the possibility to increase or decrease the size of the stored data during the
simulation run. This storage structure has to be accessible from multiple points in the model, in order to facilitate the
insertion and removal of data. This behavior is currently prevented in Modelica by the single assignment rule, that forces
each variable to be assigned only once in the model [11]. An information storage structure, named dynamic object, has
been developed and used to describe special attributes of the entities, global variables of the model and to store statis-
tical indicators.

A dynamic object is a two-dimensional variable (i.e., a matrix) of real type that is stored in dynamic memory. An external
library coded in C, named objects.c, has been programmed to manage dynamic objects. Dynamic objects are represented
in Modelica using an Integer variable that stores a reference to the object in memory. It is similar to the entity record de-
scribed previously, but in this case the C struct stores a two-dimensional matrix of real numbers and the size of each dimen-
sion. The objects.c library also supports the description of lists of dynamic objects. These are dynamic lists whose length
can be modified during the simulation run, depending on the insertion and removal of objects in the list. Further details are
discussed in [18].

3. The SIMANLib Modelica library

The SIMANLib Modelica library provides a subset of the modeling functionality found in the SIMAN language. The top-
level architecture of SIMANLib is shown in Fig. 1a. The library is divided in two areas: a user’s area and a developer’s area.
This division helps the user to focus on the components oriented for either developing new models or extending the func-
tionality of the library with new components. The developer’s area is encapsulated in the SRC package, and contains the
developer-oriented documentation and the internal implementation of the components of the library. The user’s area is com-
posed of the following top-level classes:

� The User’s Guide, that includes the user-oriented documentation.
� Components in SIMANLib are divided, as well as in the SIMAN language, in two groups: blocks and elements. The Blocks

package (see Fig. 1b) contains components to describe the flowchart diagram of the model. The Elements package (see
Fig. 1c) contains components to specify the static information of the model and the characteristics of its flowchart dia-
gram blocks. This information corresponds to the entity types, the characteristics of the queues and resources, the global
variables, the attributes and the statistical indicators.
� The Draft model, that is used as starting point for constructing new models using SIMANLib.



Fig. 1. The SIMANLib Modelica library: (a) top-level packages; (b) blocks package; and (c) elements package.
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� The BookExamples package, that contains several case studies described in [15]. These examples facilitate the understand-
ing and use of the library. They have been used to validate SIMANLib, comparing them with equivalent models developed
using SIMAN/Arena.

The Elements package contains classes to represent static information of the model (see Fig. 1c). These elements are
implemented using Modelica records and a set of functions to manage the record information. The records contain the vari-
ables required to store the element information. Some remarks are given below.

Resource represents the available resources that can be used to process the entities. Each resource is divided into resource
units that can be individually seized by the entities. Multiple processes can share the same resources. The Resource element
has been implemented as an atomic Parallel DEVS model. It receives, seizes and releases petitions for the represented re-
sources, and sends confirmations for the captured resources. In this way, multiple Seize and Release blocks could be con-
nected to the same Resource element (representing processes that share a resource).

The Variable and Attribute elements represent global variables and user-defined attributes, respectively. These elements
have been designed using dynamic objects. The Modelica record used to represent them includes a variable, named P, that
contains a reference (a pointer) to the dynamic object used to store the actual value of the element. Two functions, get and
set, are provided to read and modify the value of the dynamic object during the simulation.

The elements used to store statistical indicators (Counter, Tally and DStat) have also been designed using dynamic objects.
The Counter behaves similarly to the Variable and Attribute elements, using a dynamic object to store the value of the counter.
Since the Tally and DStat elements automatically calculate the required statistical indicator, they include four dynamic ob-
jects to store the maximum, minimum, average and last observed values. At the end of the simulation, the final values for
each indicator are written into a text file. The Tally and DStat elements also include a list of dynamic objects. This list is used
to store the observations performed during the simulation, and allow the calculation of the confidence interval for the ob-
served indicator.
4. The ARENALib Modelica library

ARENALib reproduces most of the modeling functionality of the Arena Basic Process panel. The top-level classes of ARE-
NALib are shown in Fig. 2a. The library is also divided into two areas: a user’s area and a developer’s area. The developer’s
area is encapsulated into the SRC package and contains the internal implementation of the library modules. The user’s area is
composed of the following Modelica classes:

� The User’s Guide model contains the user-oriented documentation of the library.
� The Draft model is used to create new models.
� The BasicProcess package (see Fig. 2b) contains flowchart and data modules that can be used to construct models.
� The Examples package contains several models of discrete-event systems.
� The BookExamples package contains models of systems described in [8].

ARENALib flowchart modules are similar to SIMANLib blocks. However, ARENALib flowchart modules perform more com-
plex actions than SIMANLib blocks and include the calculation of several statistical indicators. ARENALib flowchart modules



Fig. 2. The ARENALib Modelica library: (a) top-level classes and (b) classes within the BasicProcess package.
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are described as coupled Parallel DEVS models, and implemented using a combination of SIMANLib blocks and elements.
Some characteristics of the ARENALib flowchart modules are discussed below. Their internal structure is shown in Fig. 3.

� The Create module (see Fig. 3a) represents a source of entities in the system. Entities are created periodically, following
the selected inter-arrival time (Interval time), and sent through the flowchart diagram. The module has an input port,
named IN, to receive external petitions of entity creation. If this input port is connected, the Create module creates enti-
ties on demand. New batches of entities are created when a new message is received, instead of every Interval time. This
module automatically calculates the number of entities created during the simulation run.
� The Dispose module represents an end point for entities in the system. Entities are removed (i.e., deleted from the sim-

ulation) when they reach this module. It automatically calculates the number of disposed entities.
� The Process module represents any action that can be performed by the entities in the system. Processes can be of the

following types:
– Delay represents a time delay for the entities, like the Delay block.
– Seize-delay forces the entity to capture a resource before being delayed.
– Delay-release forces a delay for the entity and the release of a previously seized resource.
– Seize-delay-release represents an entity seizing a resource, being delayed and at the end releasing the resource.

The process type is selected using one of the parameters of the module. Notice that two Select models, from the DEVSLib
library, are used to select the type of process to perform (see Fig. 3c). This module includes the Queue element required
for the Seize block, and the elements required to automatically calculate the following statistical indicators:

– The number of entities that entered and left the module.
– A Tally indicator for the time the entities are processed.
– A Tally indicator for the time spent waiting in queue.
– A DStat indicator for the number of entities waiting in queue.
� The Decide module represents a division in the flow of entities following certain conditions or probabilities. It is con-

structed using a Branch and a BRule block, so only one condition can be checked in the Decide module. In order to allow
multiple conditions, ARENALib includes the Rule module, which is equivalent to the BRule block. Additional Rule modules
can be connected to the Out2 port of the Decide module.
� The Record module represents a point in the flowchart diagram to record statistical time-dependent information. This

module is composed of a Tally and a Counter block, which are conditionally declared depending on a parameter, named
Type, of the module. If the Type parameter of the module has value 1, the Record behaves as a Counter block and so the
Tally block is not declared. On the other hand, if the Type parameter has value 2, the Record behaves as a Tally block and
the Counter is not declared. The module also includes the required Tally and Counter elements (see Fig. 3e).



Fig. 3. Internal structure of the ARENALib flowchart modules.
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The ARENALib data modules are also included in the BasicProcess package (see Fig. 2b). These modules, which are equiv-
alent to some of the SIMANLib elements, facilitate describing certain model static properties. The purpose of the data mod-
ules included in ARENALib is discussed below.

� Entity is equivalent to the EntityType element in SIMANLib. It describes the characteristics associated with a type of enti-
ties in the system. Multiple Entity modules can be included in the same model to represent different types of entities.
� Queue is equivalent to the Queue element in SIMANLib. The use of this data module is not required since it is already

included in the Process module.
� Resource is equivalent to the Resource element in SIMANLib. Each Resource module describes a type of resource in the

system, and has to be connected with the Process modules in the model. Several Process modules can be connected to
the same Resource, if resource sharing is required.
� Variable is equivalent to the Variable element in SIMANLib. It describes user-defined global variables in the model.
� Attribute is equivalent to the Attribute element in SIMANLib. It describes user-defined attributes for the entities in the

model.
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The BasicProcess package also includes three functions, named eget (), vget () and aget () (see Fig. 2b), which can be used to
read the variable values of an Entity (eget), a Variable (vget) or an Attribute (aget). In this way, the values of the variables
defined in Entities, Variables or Attributes can be used to configure the parameters of the flowchart modules. For instance, an
attribute can be assigned with the time of creation for the entity, and its value used as a parameter to calculate the duration
of a process or as a condition for a Decide module.
5. Interfacing with other Modelica models

The Parallel DEVS models described using DEVSLib can communicate with other Modelica models in two ways [19]:
through direct connections and using the interface models included in DEVSLib.

� Direct connections. Variables of other Modelica models can be inputs to the transition functions of the DEVSLib Parallel
DEVS models. These connections are similar to the interactions described in the DEV& DESS formalism between the dis-
crete-event and the continuous-time parts of a hybrid model [22].
� Interface models. The communication among DEVSLib Parallel DEVS models takes place exchanging messages. Messages

are sent through the output ports and received through the input ports of the Parallel DEVS models. The interface models
of DEVSLib can be used to translate messages into discrete-time signals and the other way around, i.e., to translate con-
tinuous-time and discrete-time signals into messages. The functionality of the following interface models is explained
below: Quantizer, CrossUP, CrossDOWN and DICO.
– The signal-to-message interfaces translate continuous-time signals into event trajectories, where each event corre-

sponds to the transmission of a message. Two different implementations of this interface are included in DEVSLib:
quantization (Quantizer model) and value-crossing (CrossUP and CrossDOWN models) interfaces. The quantization
interface generates an event (i.e., a message) for every change in the continuous-time signal bigger than a given quan-
tum value. The value-crossing interface generates an event every time the continuous signal crosses a given threshold
in one direction, upwards or downwards.

– The message-to-signal interface translates the received message values (i.e., the Value variable of received messages)
into a piecewise-constant real signal. A boolean output is also included, together with the real signal output, in order
to notify the reception instant of the messages. This boolean output may be useful when the received messages have
the same value and consequently the reception instants cannot be inferred from the real signal output. This interface is
implemented by the DICO model.

The signal-to-message interface models of DEVSLib can be used to describe the interaction between continuous-time
models and the flowchart diagrams composed using SIMANLib/ARENALib. An example is shown in Section 7, where the en-
tity inter-arrival time in the hospital model is calculated from the continuous-time model of the malaria spread. To this end,
a Quantizer model is connected to the IN port of the SIMANLib Create block that describes the entity source (infected people
arriving to the hospital).

In addition, SIMANLib and ARENALib contain models that describe the interaction between the flowchart diagram and
other Modelica models. Two of these interface models are described below: the ExternalAssign block of SIMANLib and the
ExternalProcess module of ARENALib. ARENALib provides a module, named Assign, that is equivalent to the ExternalAssign
block.

5.1. The ExternalAssign block of SIMANLib

The ExternalAssign block has the same functionality as the Assign block: it sets the value of an entity attribute or a model
variable. In addition, ExternalAssign communicates the assigned value through its interface. The internal structure of Exter-
nalAssign is shown in Fig. 4. It is composed of a SIMANLib Assign block and three DEVSLib components: DUP, SetValue and
DICO. The interface of ExternalAssign is composed of the IN and OUT ports, used to receive and send entities, and the Y (of
Real type) and CHANGE (of Boolean type) variables. When the value of an attribute or variable is set in ExternalAssign, this
value is also assigned to Y, and CHANGE is switched from true to false or vice versa. In this way, changes in the value of attri-
butes or variables can be observed by checking the values of Y and CHANGE. The behavior of this block is presented in Listing
1 in the form of an abstract simulator. As shown in the abstract simulator, the actions performed by the block are applied to
all the received entities, in the case of simultaneous reception of several entities.

5.2. The ExternalProcess module of ARENALib

The ExternalProcess module represents a process whose delay time is externally modeled. The module structure is shown
in Fig. 5. ExternalProcess is similar to the Process module (see Fig. 3c), where the Delay block has been replaced by four mod-
els (DICO, Quantizer, RealToInteger and IntegerToReal) and two additional interface variables (entityStart and entityEnd).
DICO and Quantizer are defined in DEVSLib, and RealToInteger and IntegerToReal in the Modelica Standard Library. The enti-
tyStart and entityEnd interface variables are intended to communicate with the model that describes the delay action.



Fig. 4. Internal structure of the SIMANLib ExternalAssign block.

Listing 1. Abstract simulator of the ExternalAssign block.

Fig. 5. Internal structure of the ARENALib ExternalProcess module.
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The DICO and RealToInteger models translate the message representing the entity into an Integer value that is assigned to
the entityStart variable. Since this entity identification value is different for each entity (it is the memory address where the
entity is stored), the change in the entityStart value means that a new entity is ready to be processed in the delay action. The
Modelica model that describes the delay action has to be connected to entityStart and entityEnd. Once the delay time for the
entity is elapsed, this model should set the value of the entityEnd variable to the entity identification value. This value is
translated by the IntegerToReal and Quantizer models into a message representing the entity, which continues through
the flowchart diagram. The behavior of this module is presented in Listing 2 in the form of an abstract simulator.



Listing 2. Abstract simulator of the ExternalProcess module.
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The management of simultaneous entities is analogous to the ExternalAssign block. Each received entity is either inserted
in the queue or its identification value is assigned to the entityStart variable. The latter case will generate several changes at
the same time in the value of the entityStart variable, that have to be properly managed by the model that represents the
external process.
6. Soaking-pit furnace

The soaking-pit furnace described in [8] is modeled using ARENALib. The use of the Modelica language and the ARENALib
Modelica library facilitates the model description. Instead of using Levels and Rates from the SIMAN language to describe the
Listing 3. Detail of Modelica code of furnace model.
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continuous-time equations of the furnace, as performed in [8], Modelica allows to directly code these equations (cf. lines 19
to 25 in Listing 3), which will be automatically handled and translated into executable code by the Dymola modeling envi-
ronment. The ExternalProcess module (see Section 5.2) is employed to interface between the flowchart diagram and the con-
tinuous-time model.

The furnace has nine slots for heating ingots. The ingots arrive, one at a time, with exponential inter-arrival time and are
positioned, one ingot per slot, in the available slots. If there is no available slot, the ingot must wait in a FIFO queue. When an
ingot reaches its optimal temperature, it is removed from the slot, which gets ready to be occupied by another ingot.

The furnace temperature (T) and the temperatures of the ingots placed inside the furnace (si with i:1, . . . , 9) are described
by Eqs. (1) and (2). Temperatures are expressed in degrees Fahrenheit.
dT
dt
¼ 2 � ð2600� TÞ ð1Þ

dsi

dt
¼ 0:15 � ðT � siÞ with i : 1; . . . ;9 ð2Þ
When a new ingot with snew temperature enters into the furnace, the furnace temperature changes abruptly from T to T � (T
� snew)/ingots, where ingots is the number of ingots in the furnace.

The flowchart diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 6. Ingots arrive at the Create module, seize an available slot, are
heated and finally leave the system. The heating process is represented using an ExternalProcess module from ARENALib.
This discrete-event module represents the operation for seizing a free slot in the furnace and releasing it when finished.
The diagram is constructed by drag-and-dropping the required elements from the ARENALib BasicProcess package into
the model.
Fig. 6. Soaking-pit furnace system modeled using ARENALib.

Fig. 7. Soaking-pit furnace system: furnace (above) and ingot (below) temperatures expressed in degrees Fahrenheit.
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The furnace is described by Eqs. (1) and (2), and the abrupt changes in the furnace temperature triggered when new in-
gots enter the furnace. A detail of the Modelica code of the furnace model is shown in Listing 3. The reception of new ingots,
the re-initialization of slot and furnace temperatures, and the management of the heating for each slot are shown.

The system has been simulated during 100 h using Dymola 6.1. The time evolution of the furnace temperature (above)
and the ingot temperatures (below) are shown in Fig. 7. The temperature of the furnace increases up to its maximum tem-
perature (2600 �F), and decreases abruptly when a new ingot is inserted in a free slot. The temperatures of the ingots also
increase up to the desired temperature (2200 �F). After that, the ingot leaves the slot but the temperature shown remains
constant until a new ingot is inserted in the free slot. Slots are usually occupied sequentially, as it can be observed in the
figure.

7. Emergency hospital

This hybrid model is composed of two parts (see Fig. 8): the malaria spread model and the emergency hospital model. The
former allows to estimate the malaria infection rate. The later is used to evaluate the use of the resources required to treat
the infected people. In this case study, the continuous-time model of the malaria spread serves as input for the discrete-time
model of the emergency hospital. The connection is performed using the Create module from the ARENALib library. This
combination can be also described using Arena/SIMAN (i.e., using the DETECT SIMAN block). However, the description of
the continuous-time model using Arena/SIMAN requires to use a general-purpose programming language, such as Visual Ba-
sic, C or FORTRAN, while Modelica provides all the required functionality.

7.1. Malaria spread model

The malaria spread process is described as a continuous-time model composed of the following equations [3]:
dSh

dt
¼ Kh þ wh � Nh þ qh � Rh � khðtÞ � Sh � fhðNhÞ � Sh ð3Þ

dEh

dt
¼ khðtÞ � Sh � mh � Eh � fhðNhÞ � Eh; ð4Þ

dIh

dt
¼ mh � Eh � ch � Ih � fhðNhÞ � Ih � dh � Ih ð5Þ

dRh

dt
¼ ch � Ih � qh � Rh � fhðNhÞ � Rh ð6Þ

dSv

dt
¼ wv � Nv � kvðtÞ � Sv � fvðNvÞ � Sv ð7Þ

dEv

dt
¼ kvðtÞ � Sv � mv � Ev � fvðNvÞ � Ev ð8Þ

dIv
dt
¼ mv � Ev � fvðNvÞ � Iv ð9Þ
where fh(Nh) = l1h + l2h � Nh is the per capita density-dependent death and emigration rate for humans and fv(Nv) = l1v + l2v -
= l1v + l2v � Nv is the per capita density-dependent death rate for mosquitoes. The descriptions of the state variables and the
parameters for the model are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

The total population rates are
Nh ¼ Sh þ Eh þ Ih þ Rh ð10Þ
Nv ¼ Sv þ Ev þ Iv ð11Þ
The infection rates are
kh ¼ bhðNh;NvÞ � bhv �
Iv
Nv

ð12Þ

kv ¼ bvðNh;NvÞ � bvh þ ~bvh �
Rh

Nh

� �
ð13Þ
where kh is the force of infection from mosquitoes to humans and kv is the force of infection from humans to mosquitoes.
In these equations, bh = b(Nh,Nv)/Nh describes the number of mosquito bites that one human can have per unit time, and
Fig. 8. Connection between the malaria spread model and the emergency hospital model.



Table 1
State variables of the malaria spread model [3].

Name Description

Sh Number of susceptible humans
Eh Number of exposed humans
Ih Number of infectious humans
Rh Number of recovered (immune and asymptomatic, but slightly infectious) humans
Sv Number of susceptible mosquitoes
Ev Number of exposed mosquitoes
Iv Number of infectious mosquitoes
Nh Total human population
Nv Total mosquito population

Table 2
Parameters of the malaria model and their units [3].

Name Description

Kh Immigration rate of humans (Humans � Time�1)
wh Per capita birth rate of humans (Time�1)
wv Per capita birth rate of mosquitoes (Time�1)
rv Number of times one mosquito would want to bite humans per unit time, if humans were freely available. This is a function of the mosquito’s

gonotrophic cycle (the amount of time a mosquito requires to produce eggs) and its anthropophilic rate (its preference for human blood)
(Time�1)

rh The maximum number of mosquito bites a human can have per unit time. This is a function of the human’s exposed surface area (Time�1)
bhv Probability of transmission of infection from an infectious mosquito to a susceptible human, given that a contact between the two occurs

(Unitless)
bvh Probability of transmission of infection from an infectious human to a susceptible mosquito, given that a contact between the two occurs

(Unitless)
~bvh Probability of transmission of infection from a recovered (asymptomatic carrier) human to a susceptible mosquito, given that a contact

between the two occurs (Unitless)
mh Per capita rate of progression of humans from the exposed state to the infectious state. 1/mh is the average duration of the latent period

(Time�1)
mv Per capita rate of progression of mosquitoes from the exposed state to the infectious state. 1/mv is the average duration of the latent period

(Time�1)
ch Per capita recovery rate for humans from the infectious state to the recovered state. 1/ch is the average duration of the infectious period

(Time�1)
dh Per capita disease-induced death rate for humans (Time�1)
qh Per capita rate of loss of immunity for humans. 1/qh is the average duration of the immune period (Time�1)
l1h Density-independent part of the death (and emigration) rate for humans (Time�1)
l2h Density-dependent part of the death (and emigration) rate for humans (Humans�1 � Time�1)
l1v Density-independent part of the death rate for mosquitoes (Time�1)
l2v Density-dependent part of the death rate for mosquitoes (Mosquitoes�1 � Time�1)
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bv = b(Nh,Nv)/Nv describes the number of human bites one mosquito can have per unit time, with b(Nh,Nv) that defines the
total number of mosquito bites on humans, as:
b ¼ bðNh;NvÞ ¼
rv � rh

rvðNv=NhÞ þ rh
� Nv ð14Þ
Eqs. (3)–(14) can be directly translated into the Modelica code shown in Listing 4 Note that the translation of these equations
to Modelica, given that the Modelica operator der () describes the time derivative of a variable, is straight forward.

7.2. Hospital model

The emergency hospital has been modeled using ARENALib. The model is based in the hospital model included as an
example in the Arena simulation environment. The flowchart diagram of the model, shown in Fig. 9a, is described below.

The number of infected people calculated using the malaria spread model corresponds to the value of the port named
Infected. The value of that variable is quantized using the quantizerUP model from the DEVSLib library, which generates a
message every time the Infected variable increases in one unit (i.e., a new person is infected). A create block, from the
SIMANLib library, is used to generate an entity that corresponds to the newly infected person.

After that, patients are randomly distributed between different types: excellent (20%), good (35%), fair (30%), serious
(10%) and critical (5%). Critical patients include those with severe malaria symptoms and those who need parenteral admin-
istration of anti-malarian drugs [21]. These patients are directly transferred to the ICU area, where dedicated beds are avail-
able. The treatment of critical patients requires a dedicated nurse and supervision by a doctor, and the duration changes from
one to three days. Other patients have to go through the admission procedure before being treated. Once a bed is assigned to



Listing 4. Modelica code for malaria spread model.

Fig. 9. Emergency department of a hospital modeled using: (a) ARENALib and (b) Arena.
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the patient, he is attended by a doctor and after that a nurse teaches him how to self-administrate the drugs. When the treat-
ment is finished, the bed is released and the patient leaves the hospital. This model automatically records statistics for the
type of patients that arrive, the utilization of resources and the time spent by the patients in the hospital.
7.3. Validation and simulation

The Modelica model of the malaria spread has been compared with the model developed in [3]. The simulation results of
both models are equivalent, using the initial values and parameters shown in Tables 3 and 4, and are shown in Fig. 10.



Table 3
Initial values for the malaria spread model [3].

Sh = 400 humans Sv = 1000 mosquitoes
Eh = 10 humans Ev = 100 mosquitoes
Ih = 30 humans Iv = 50 mosquitoes
Rh = 0 humans

Table 4
Parameters of the malaria spread model [3].

Name and Value Unit

Kh = 3.285 � 10�2 Humans � time�1

wh = 7.666 � 10�5 wv = 0.4000 Time�1

bvh = 0.8333 bhv = 2.000 � 10�2 Unitless
~bvh ¼ 8:333� 10�2 Unitless

rh = 0.6000 � 10�2 rv = 18.00 Time�1

mh = 8.333 � 10�2 mv = 0.1000 Time�1

ch = 3.704 � 10�3 Time�1

dh = 3.454 � 10�4 Time�1

qh = 1.460 � 10�2 Time�1

l1h = 4.212 � 10�5 l1v = 0.1429 Time�1

l2h = 1.000 � 10�7 Humans�1 � time�1

l2v = 2.279 � 10�4 Mosquitoes�1 � time�1

Fig. 10. Simulation results for malaria spread model using the initial values and parameters in Tables 3 and 4: (a) model from [3] and (b) Modelica model.

Table 5
Simulation results from the comparison of the emergency hospital models.

Indicator Arena Half-width ARENALib Unit

Patient Total Time 0.2534 0.0034 0.2501 Time
Patient Total ICU time 2.1514 0.0627 2.1884 Time
Seize ICU bed.WaitingTime 0.1057 0.0381 0.1276 Time
TriageEval.WaitingTime 0.0058 0.0005 0.0053 Time
Nurse.NumberBusy 0.2214 0.0095 0.2138 %
Doctor.NumberBusy 0.0397 0.0014 0.0396 %
AdmStaff.NumberBusy 0.0189 0.0004 0.0189 %
TriageNurse.NumberBusy 0.0872 0.0025 0.0856 %
Bed.NumberBusy 0.1253 0.0044 0.1225 %
ICUBed.NumberBusy 0.1066 0.0098 0.1012 %
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The validation of the emergency hospital model has been performed by comparing the developed ARENALib model with
an equivalent model developed using Arena, shown in Fig. 9b. A Create module has been used in both models as a source of
patients (substituting the Infected port, the quantizerUP model and the SIMANLib create block, shown in Fig. 9a), since this
comparison does not involve the developed malaria spread model. Both models have been simulated during 8000 time units
to observe the system in steady-state. Some statistical indicators, regarding the total time spent in the system, the waiting
time in the queues and the utilization of resources, calculated in both models are shown in Table 5. The simulation results
obtained from the ARENALib model are always in the range of the half-width interval calculated by Arena.



Table 6
Initial values for the epidemic simulation in the malaria spread model.

Sh = 40,000 humans Sv = 100,000 mosquitoes
Eh = 1000 humans Ev = 10,000 mosquitoes
Ih = 0 humans Iv = 5000 mosquitoes
Rh = 0 humans

Fig. 11. Evolution of the number of infected people and the number of patients waiting for a bed.
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Finally, the complete system, combining the malaria spread model and the emergency hospital, has been simulated dur-
ing 100 time units. In order to simulate an epidemic situation in the malaria model, the initial values shown in Table 6 have
been used. In this situation the number of infected humans increases rapidly, thus creating a saturation in the hospital. This
saturation can be observed in the number of patients waiting for a bed, specially ICU beds, whose evolution is shown in
Fig. 11.

8. Conclusions

The SIMANLib and ARENALib Modelica libraries facilitate the application of the Arena modeling methodology in Modelica.
These libraries reproduce some modeling functionality of SIMAN and Arena, providing Modelica components to describe the
flowchart diagram and the static information of the model. ARENALib reproduces most of the modeling functionality of the
Basic Process panel of Arena. The SIMAN blocks supported by SIMANLib include: Create, Dispose, Queue, Seize, Delay, Release,
Branch, Count, Assign and Tally. Some SIMAN elements supported by SIMANLib are: EntityType, Queue, Resource, Attribute,
Variable, Counter, DStat and Tally. In addition, ARENALib and SIMANLib provide components describing the connection be-
tween the discrete-event models composed using these libraries, and models composed using other Modelica models. This
feature facilitates combining ARENALib/SIMANLib models with models developed applying other modeling methodologies
supported by Modelica (e.g., DAE-hybrid models).

The following tasks have been completed for developing SIMANLib and ARENALib:

(1) The behavior of the supported modules, blocks and elements has been described using Parallel DEVS. In particular, the
SIMANLib blocks have been described as atomic Parallel DEVS models and the ARENALib modules as coupled Parallel
DEVS models.

(2) The functionality of the components required to communicate ARENALib/SIMANLib models with other Modelica mod-
els has been specified.

(3) The libraries have been programmed in Modelica. The translation of the model formal description into Modelica code
has been facilitated by the use of the DEVSLib Modelica library. The description of an atomic Parallel DEVS model using
DEVSLib is very close to its formal specification i.e., it is performed by describing each element of the tuple. The tran-
sition, output and time-advance functions are specified using Modelica functions. This facilitates the model descrip-
tion and the understanding of the developed models. The description of coupled Parallel DEVS models with DEVSLib
also matches completely with its formal specification. It is performed simply by connecting the corresponding ports of
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the component Parallel DEVS models.
The following additional functionality was required to support the Arena modeling methodology in Modelica: (a)
management of the information that describes the entities in the system; and b) description of an information storage
structure to facilitate the management of variable-size data generated during the simulation run (i.e., statistical indi-
cators, global variables and user-defined attributes for the entities). Two external libraries written in C code have been
programmed to support these requirements.

(4) The libraries have been validated by comparing the simulation results of the developed models with the ones obtained
using equivalent models developed using Arena/SIMAN. SIMANLib and ARENALib include a package named ‘‘BookEx-
amples’’ that includes the implementation of some models described in [15] and [8], respectively.

The implementation and design of SIMANLib and ARENALib have been discussed in this manuscript. Two case studies
have been presented to illustrate the library use for describing hybrid models. The soaking-pit furnace system illustrates
the use of the ExternalProcess module included in ARENALib. This module can be used to describe the integration of external
processes, described using other Modelica libraries, with ARENALib models. An emergency hospital is modeled to present the
possible interactions between continuous-time and ARENALib/SIMANLib models, where the generation of entities depends
on the evolution of the continuous-time model. The simulation of these models has been compared with equivalent existing
models, or models constructed using SIMAN and Arena. The results obtained are equivalent.
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